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1 Introduction

Real-time musculoskeletal injuries for 3D human characters could be considered a next
step in interactive media. It creates a possibility to alter a motion sequence depending
on the type of injury that has been inflicted. This adds one extra layer of realism to the
behaviour of the virtual human with respect to interactions with its virtual environment.

The simulation of musculoskeletal injuries in real-time can be of interest to serious
applications such as surgical planning and training simulators, general medical training,
forensics, evaluation of safety measures etc. In addition, less serious applications such as
interactive storytelling in video games, where realism of animated human characters play
an important role would also benefit from this extra layer of dynamic interaction. Real-
time graphics and physics engines such as DICE’s Frostbite 2 [6], Crytek’s CryENGINE 3
[8], and Unreal Engine 3 [12] all strive for a visual and realistic representation of characters
in their engines.

Modelling and simulating musculoskeletal injuries encompasses a multidisciplinary ap-
proach that goes beyond computational geometry and computer graphics taking other
scientific fields such as anatomy and anthropometry, biomechanics and physiology, and
structural analysis into consideration. Therefore, inclusion of literature that lies outside
the scope of general computer graphics and animation is incorporated into this review.
With respect to the musculoskeletal injuries themselves, literature is presented on several
types such as fractures, tissue disruption, dislocations, sprains, strains, and amputations.

When it comes to simulating accurate wound physics, performance is still a challenge
for current real-time engines due to the computational overhead involved with, among
other things, non-linear dynamics. Due to this real-time constraint, the tradeoff between
accuracy and performance is also discussed in section 3.1 of this review.

This review is organised as follows. The first two sections in the next chapter presents
general scientific knowledge on topics that are uncommon in computer graphics and ani-
mation. The remaining two sections focus on the core of the topic, reviewing literature on
soft tissue deformation, modelling of the musculoskeletal system, as well as a classification
on types of musculoskeletal injuries coupled with contributions from respective fields. The
final chapter discusses the master project, emphasising the implementation aspect as well
as the role of accuracy versus performance, and ends with some concluding remarks.
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2 The Literature Review

Studying musculoskeletal injuries of virtual humans covers a broad range of disciplines
that includes, but not limited to, the science of human anatomy, anthropometry, and
biomechanics. These will be discussed in the following subsections.

2.1 Human Anatomy

Figure 1: Human anatomy planes. The coronal plane divides the human body by length,
the sagittal plane divides the human body by the left and right sides, and the transverse
plane divides the human body into the upper and lower halves. Image courtesy of: [14]

To create an animated musculoskeletal model with injury capabilities, one has to also
study the human body from the biological viewpoint of anatomy. The scientific knowledge
derived from the study of human anatomy has been one of the great pillars in not only
understanding the properties, shape, and structure of the human body but also in the
mechanics of human motion. Before delving further, a general definition of anatomy is
given that stems from the popular textbook Gray’s Anatomy for Students:

”Anatomy includes those structures that can be seen grossly (without the aid of
magnification) and microscopically (with the aid of magnification). Typically,
when used by itself, the term ’anatomy’ tends to mean gross or macroscopic
anatomy-that is, the study of structures that can be seen without using a mi-
croscope. Microscopic anatomy, also called ’histology’, is the study of cells and
tissues using a microscope.” [45]

To summarise the above quote: human anatomy includes both gross human anatomy
as well as microscopic human anatomy which known as histology. In practice, human
anatomy is used synonymously with human morphology [9]. A popular convention used
in human anatomy is the classification of human posture into so-called anatomical planes,
as depicted in Figure 1. This classification makes it easier when one is describing the
anatomy of bipeds and quadrupeds. To give an example, one can group particular flexion
and extension positions of anatomical structures for gait analysis. The flexion position of
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the knee would be added to the group that represents the set of all positions within the
sagittal plane. Because the knee can only be flexed or extended in one degree of freedom
it implies that changing the rotation of the lower leg is only possible in the sagittal plane1.

A useful classification scheme is the grouping of a system of organs where each system
performs certain tasks to reach a common goal. This classification, given in [45], defines
human anatomy as one group that consists of the following 11 organ systems:

• Integumentary system

• Skeletal system

• Muscular system

• Nervous system

• Endocrine system

• Cardiovascular system

• Lymphatic system

• Respiratory system

• Digestive system

• Urinary system

• Reproductive system

It is worth mentioned that the integumentary system includes the three layers of skin
commonly known as epidermis (outer layer of epithelial layer), dermis (inner connective
tissue), and the hypodermis that also includes adipose tissue (body fat). The muscular
system includes skeletal muscle that is under the control of the somatic nervous system
and excludes the other two types of muscles known as smooth muscle and cardiac muscle.
However, skeletal muscles are not the only group responsible for performing movement
and the continuous animation of a human character. Take for instance cardiac muscle,
which is part of the autonomic or visceral nervous system. An injury to the heart can
immediately cause failure to the mechanics of the heart-muscle, affecting the continuity of
the circulatory system, and ultimately disrupting the vitality of a virtual human character.

Injuries to the anatomy mostly affect different systems at once. Work of [89] and [81]
tried to describe systems that combine the geometry of organs with anatomical ontologies
and injury-penetration probabilities to increase the accuracy of their assessment tools.
Anatomical ontologies like [87] are able to provide linked-data on organs and parts of
organs. This could be useful where the model only incorporates geometry of complete
organs and one wishes to infer damage to parts of an organ or indirect damage to other
organ systems. For example, in cases where the model includes one geometrical shape that
represents the heart but excludes a geometrical segmentation of parts of the heart, such
as the pulmonary arteries that would affect blood flow to and from the lungs. Another
possible addition to the musculoskeletal model is the incorporation of a graphical model
that relates musculoskeletal injuries on a local level with consequential physical conditions
that lie on bodily level. This could support the musculoskeletal model with a rule-based
system that can be used when updating static or recorded motions within a kinematic
system or generating dynamic motions in a physics-based system. Work of [21] showed
that a Bayesian network of thoracic and abdominal injuries that was jointly developed by
experts combined with learned probabilities from patient data, shown in Figure 2, was
successful in determining most injuries correctly given the conditions of patients.

1In case of the knee joint, flexion movements are in the backward (clockwise) direction, while extension
movements are in the forward (counterclockwise) direction under the default view to the right of the
subject.
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Figure 2: Result of [21] showing the Bayesian network after it was updated with external
wound location as an input for their machine learning process (2009).

2.1.1 The Musculoskeletal System

The human musculoskeletal system consists on the one hand of a skeletal component
that includes bones, joints, ligaments, other connective tissues such as cartilage, and on
the other hand the muscular component that includes muscles and tendons. Each part
will be discussed separately in the following paragraphs, starting first an introduction on
connective tissue.

Connective Tissue Connective tissue can be found throughout the body although ac-
cording to [72] the amount of tissue varies per organ system. Its functions are to store
energy, protect organs, provide structural support, connect different tissues, and connect
epithelial tissues to muscle tissues. Several types of connective tissue exists, which have
been classified. The classification used in this review is taken from [72], which classifies
connective tissue into four main classes and several subclasses, as is illustrated in Figure
3. Table 1 gives an overview of locations and functions for several connective tissue types
within the mammalian body.

Mesenchyme

Fibroblast

Fibrocyte

1. Connective
tissue
proper

Loose
connective
tissue

Areolar Adipose Reticular

Dense
connective
tissue

Regular Irregular Elastic

Chondroblast

Chondrocyte

2. Cartilage

Hyaline
cartilage

Fibro-
cartilage

Elastic
cartilage

Osteoblast

Osteocyte

3. Osseous
(bone)

Compact
bone

Trabecular
bone

Hematopoietic
stem cell

4. Blood cells
(macrophages)

Blood

Figure 3: Classification schema of connective tissue with embryonic tissue as the root,
also known as the common origin or mesenchyme. This is followed by specialised cellular
descendants that are subsequently classified into four main classes. Adapted from: [72]
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Most types of connective tissue are composed of an extracellular matrix that enables
the tissue to provide structural support, connect bodies, and protect against both internal
injuries, and external injuries such abrasions. The matrix composes of fibres and ground
substance2. [72] states that the amount of combinations of cells with different properties
and the composition and arrangement of fibres and ground substance results in the different
types of connective tissue and gross structures that are present in the mammalian body.

Tissue type Function(s) Locations

Aerolar Tissue binding; nutrients
transportation and protection
to organs and binded tissues;
fluid storage.

Beneath skin; around muscles,
nerves, and blood vessels.

Adipose Energy storage; insulation. Cavities in the body.

Reticular Supporting mesh for soft tis-
sues.

Spleen; lymph nodes; liver.

Regular Strong flexible support. Tendons/aponeuroses, and
ligaments.

Irregular Great tensile strength in mul-
tiple directions.

Fascia; periosteum; epimy-
sium; dermis.

Elastic Tissue elasticity. Large arteries; bronchial
tubes.

Hyaline
cartilage

Support; precursor to skeletal
bone.

Trachea; nose; articular ends
of bones; foetal skeleton.

Fibrocartilage Support; absorbing compres-
sive stress.

Pubic symphysis; interverte-
bral discs.

Elastic
cartilage

Elastic support. Ear; auditory canal; epiglot-
tis.

Bone Framework; protection. Skeleton.

Blood Oxygen, nutrient, hormone
transportation; metabolic
waste management; body tem-
perature, pH, and fluid volume
maintenance; hemostasis; in-
fection prevention.

Arteries and veins.

Table 1: Types of connective tissue together with their functions and locations within
the mammalian body. Gathered from: [72], [16], [15], and [17].

Bone This rigid organ of the skeletal system is a form of mineralised tissue that consists
for the most part of hydroxyapatite [27], a naturally occurring form of calcium apatite.
According to [79], mineralised tissue is responsible for 60% of the bone’s weight, while the
remaining 40% is divided into 30% for type I collagen and 10% for water. With respect
to volume, the distribution is more or less 40% for minerals, 35% for collagen, and 25%
for water. On a macroscopic level, bone can be divided into two structures, compact (or
cortical) and trabecular (or cancellous) bone. Compact bone is the outer more denser layer
and trabecular bone is the less dense inner layer, as is visible in Figure 4a. With respect
to the heterogeneity of bone, [90] states that trabecular bone is found in specific areas
such as the vertebral body and at the end-regions of long bones. In contrast to compact

2Ground substance is a gel-like substance formed by non-fibrous components of the extracellular matrix.
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bone, trabecular bone is highly porous and composes of an extracellular matrix of small
rods and plates that are called trabeculae, shown in Figure 4b. On lower scales, more
structural differences are noticeable. At the microscopic level the osteon also known as
the Haversian system, can be observed. Within compact bone, each osteon is organised
in concentric circles containing at the centre the so called Haversian canals that help
carry blood and other nutrients throughout the bone. Side branches of these canals also
spread inter-osteon through small cavities known as lacunae. [79] notes that along the
boundary of an osteon there are cement-like substances composed of glycosaminoglycans
that block collagen fibres from linking with other osteons, this blockage lowers the bone’s
performance to resist mechanical stress and could be considered the weakest link in bone’s
structure. Within trabecular bone, the small spaces between trabeculae are filled with red
bone marrow.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) - Image of femur head with cortex of compact bone and medulla of
trabecular bone at macro level, courtesy of [3]. (b) - Scanning Electronic Micrography of
deproteinised trabecular bone showing structure at microlevel, image courtesy of [11].

To measure the overall density of bone material, one anthropometrical technique called
dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is combined with body size that results in a
single scalar known as the bone mineral density (BMD) for a particular bone under con-
sideration. Average BMD can then be benchmarked against standards and used to assess
risk of bone fracture for deceases such as osteoporosis. According to [37], the density of
compact bone is around 1900 kilograms per cubic metre; of course given the heterogenous
nature of bone material, the average densities at macro-levels should be considered as
rough approximations.

Joint The joint system works in tandem with the musculoskeletal system, it allows seg-
ments to move and rotate independent of one another. It also helps to manage transporta-
tion of nutrients and metabolic waste, and provides mechanical support by transferring
forces to connected segments and attenuating forces from connected segments. Joints
can be classified in different ways. Gray’s Anatomy for Students [45] adopts a structural
classification where joints are divided into synovial and solid joints. Solid joints are then
further divided into two sub-classes, namely fibrous and cartilaginous joints.

A key characteristic of synovial joints is that segments of bone are not connected
directly with solid material. This allows the connected segments to move around freely.
The segments are separated by the synovial cavity and are indirectly connected via the
synovial lining, as seen in Figure 5a. The synovial cavity is filled with non-Newtonian
fluid that primarily helps in reducing friction between the joint and articulated cartilages.
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According to [72], this synovial fluid is also contained within the surrounding cartilage.
During joint activity the fluid becomes less viscous and expands into the cavity when a
joint is under load thereby increasing the cavity’s volume for force attenuation. When the
load is removed the extra fluid gets absorbed back into the cartilage.

(a)

Radius
Ulna

Interosseous
membrane

(b)

Figure 5: (a) - Typical illustration of a synovial joint showing among other things the
synovial cavity, the articular cartilage, and the synovial lining that covers the joint, cour-
tesy of [18]. (b) - Illustration showing the location of the fibrous interosseous membrane
that connects the radius with the ulna in the forearm, adapted from [19].

Contrary to synovial joints, solid joints do connect bone segments directly with solid
material. This connection is bridged by connective tissue made out of collagen fibres or
cartilage or both (referred as fibrocartilage). Fibrous joints have little or no movement,
i.e. the interosseous membrane located between the radius and the ulna that is illustrated
in Figure 5b. Cartilaginous joints allow for move movement then fibrous joints but less
than synovial joints. They are present in areas such as the epiphysis regions in long bones
of children and between the intervertebral discs.

Ligament Ligaments are a class of strong tissues made from dense collagenous fibres
and are viscoelastic. Ligaments extend mechanical support to joints improving its stability
(Figure 5a), they help guide joint motion, prevent excessive motion, and provide constant
feedback on the relative positions of body parts in physical space. The fibre bundles are
primarily aligned with the axis of the ligament with a minority of the fibres aligned in
different directions. [79] states that ligaments can therefore sustain large tensile loads
from one direction and smaller loads in other directions.

Tendon Similarly to ligaments and joints, [79] states that the function of the tendon
are twofold; by connecting muscle to bone, the tendons transmit tensile loads to a bone’s
insertion point (i.e. distal site) and contribute to the body’s posture. This in turn helps
to protect the joints from instability. Tendons that are flat and broad are known as
aponeuroses and are present in areas such as the ventral abdominal, dorsal lumbar, and
palmar and plantar regions.

Like the ligament, the structure of a tendon is also composed out of dense connective
tissue that is viscoelastic. The majority of the extracellular matrix consists of collagen
fibres that are aligned in parallel. In Figure 6, bundles of fibres, the fascicles, can be
observed. Each fascicle contains specialised fibroblasts of the tendon labelled tenocytes.
Also apparent in Figure 6 are wave-like patterns have been observed in the fascicles of the
tendon. These are known as crimp. [44] suggests that crimp could play a role in giving
these tissues their limited non-linear (or viscoelastic) properties by allowing strain to take
place, elongating the fibres during tensile loads.
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Volume wise, [79] states that the extracellular matrix is accountable for 80% of the
volume while the cellular portion (containing tenocytes) takes the remaining 20%. The
extracellular matrix can be further divided into 55% to 70% of water. The remaining 45%
to 30% consists of mostly collagen ([79] states around 60% to 85%), followed by elastin,
proteoglycans, and other proteins. Although tendons are part of the muscular component
forming the so called musculotendon unit, they do not play an active role in the production
of motion.

crimp
contains elongated
fibroblasts (tenocytes) Fascicular membrane

Tendon

Fascicle
Fibril

Sub-Fibril
MicrofibrilCollagen

Figure 6: Illustration of the hierarchical structure of the tendon. Adapted from [79].

Muscle Muscles are the actuators of the muscular component and thus do play an active
role in the production of motion. They have a similar hierarchical structure compared to
tendons, albeit with some key differences. A muscle is sheeted by a layer of connective
tissue known as the epimysium that also connects with the tendon. The fascicles (fibre
bundles) of the muscle are consequently sheeted by another layer of connective tissue
known as the perimysium, illustrated in Figure 7. Each fascicle consists of fibres, where
in case of muscles are long and cylindrical in shape. Next, each muscle fibre is composed
of myofibrils, the contractile element of muscle. Myofibrils consist of small filaments, the
sarcomeres that are aligned collinear in a repeating pattern. The sarcomeres are the real
actors of muscles and have been described in the sliding filament model of [59] and the
cross-bridge hypothesis by [60]. The ideas can be summarised as follows. When motor
neurones receive impulses, calcium flows into the sarcomeres. This triggers the system of
actin and myosin proteins to slide across one another3. Along the surface of each chain
of myosin there are motor proteins that when triggered extend to grab actin, forming
cross-bridges that produce force and effectively pull the actin towards one side. When
groups of motor proteins work in concert, the muscle contracts.

Muscle

Tendon
Fascicle

EpimysiumPerimysium

Fibril
Myofibril

Sarcomeres

Myosin
(thick filaments)

Actin
(thin filaments)

Figure 7: Illustration of the hierarchical structure of the muscle. Adapted from [79].

3In order to give a sense of scale, [79] states that actin are approximately 5nm in diameter, while myosin
are approximately 15nm in diameter.
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With respect to muscle architecture, a variety of muscles shapes exists in the mam-
malian body that can be differentiated. For instance, [77] classifies five types of muscle
shapes, which represent the arrangement of muscle fibres that are not parallel to the lon-
gitudinal axis of the tendon that the muscle is attached to. Muscles where its fibres have
a different orientation than that of the longitudinal axis are known as pennate muscles.
The angle that represents the orientation of the fibres is known as the pennation angle.
Figure 8 illustrates the classes of pennate muscles as defined by [77].

Fusiform Unipennate Bipennate Multipennate Triangular

Figure 8: Illustration of pennate muscle types, adapted from the classification of [77].

2.1.2 Anthropometry

Anthropometry is the study of the physical measurements of the human body with the goal
of understanding the relationship between different physical characteristics, such as body
mass and volume, waist and hip girth, arm length, and stature. What started as a branch
of anthropology, [110] states that anthropometry went on to become a useful tool within
the fields of human factors engineering and ergonomics. In 1982, [48] published a paper
on current developments of virtual human figures. In this paper a reference was made to
research carried out by the Boeing company as early as 1968 on what could be the first
simulation of a seven-segment articulated pilot character encoded with anthropometric
data. In the field of health and medicine, anthropometry is used in the understanding of
diseases such as obesity. A global study carried out by [7] validated a new and improved
anthropometric measurement index entitled the Body Volume Index (BVI) as a potential
replacement to the current Body Mass Index (BMI) measurement standard that is used
by health and medical practitioners around the world to measure obesity. A BVI scanner
was used by [26] that effectively uses optical light to perform linear scans in order to
obtain 120 contours of a scanned subject. The extracted contours are then traced to form
a 3D model. An anthropometric analysis is subsequently carried out on the 3D model
to infer body shape and body mass composition. An area where body mass composition
could be useful for this master project is in scaling the template model in height and body
fat percentage (BFP). An empirical study carried out by [57] reformulated equations to
predict four-compartment BFP of both men and woman from anthropometric variables
that resulted in the following 4:

BFPmen = 86.010log(ca − cn)− 70.041log(h) + 36.76 (1)

BFPwomen = 163.205log(ca + ch − cn)− 97.684log(h)− 78.387 (2)

4The four-compartment model divides body weight (BW) into aqueous (A), protein (P), mineral(M),
and fat (F) fractions and is expressed in the form of BW = A + P + M + F, where BW = 1 [55].
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where h denotes the height of the subject in inches and ca, ch, cn denote the circumferences
of the abdomen, hip, and neck in inches. Using a combination of BFP, the hip-to-waist
ratio (HWR) and eight anthropometric variables as sizing parameters, [94] created a dis-
placement synthesiser from scanned subjects that would modify the size and shape of the
body accordingly thus visualising areas that would most likely be affected by an increase
in BFP, visible in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Modification of two subjects by BFP, HWR, and height [94].

2.2 Biomechanics

Articulated motion is a complex process driven by various biological triggers. These trig-
gers lead to the exertion of mechanical forces that in the end are visualised as movements.
The role of biomechanics is thus to study the structure as well as function of biological
systems through the lens of mechanics.

With respect to human biomechanics, the classic book of [110] states that human
biomechanics is an interdisciplinary field that describes, analyses, and assesses human
movement. Human biomechanics is also intertwined with other fields of movement science
such as neurophysiology, exercise physiology, and anatomy. More specifically, the text
states:

”the biomechanics of human movement has been defined as the mechanics and
biophysics of the musculoskeletal system as it pertains to the performance of
any movement skill”[110].

Within the topic of this master project, the role of biomechanics in musculoskeletal injuries
starts with a focus on the structure, properties, and mechanics of organic material. These
will be discussed in the following sections.

2.2.1 Classical Mechanics

Fundamental understanding of mechanics starts with one of its major subfields. Specifi-
cally with the three laws of motion of classical mechanics described by Sir Isaac Newton
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in the late 16th century; starting with the first law, the law of inertia:

1. An object at rest will remain at rest unless it is acted upon by a force; similarly an
object in motion continues to move at constant velocity until acted upon by a force.

The first law states that when the vector sum of all forces acting on an object is zero then
the change in velocity of the object per time unit remains unchanged or stays constant.
This can be formally written as: ∑

~F = 0 ⇒ d~v

dt
= 0 (3)

where
∑ ~F is the vector sum of al forces in newton, ~v is the velocity vector in metre per

second, and t stands for the time in seconds. The second law of motion can be applied in
situations where the previous condition does not hold, i.e. in cases where

∑ ~F 6= 0, and
goes as follows:

2. The acceleration of an object is proportional to, and in the same direction as the vector
sum of all forces acting on the object, but inversely proportional to its mass.

The second law establishes the relationship between the mass of an object, its acceleration,
and vector sum of all forces and can be formally written as:∑

~F =
d~p

dt
=

d(m~v)

dt
= m

d~v

dt
= m~a (4)

where ~p is the linear momentum, the product of mass m in kilograms and velocity ~v in
metre per second. Because the second law is only applicable in systems where m remains
constant, the term m can be rearranged out of the differential numerator. This leaves the
differentials with just the rate of change in velocity per time unit, or the displacement in
metres per second per second, and is denoted by the acceleration vector ~a. The third law
of motion differs in scope with respect to the conditions of first and second laws. Here it
makes no difference whether an object is at rest, moving constantly, or accelerating, as
the third law defines the behaviour of all forces that are interaction with an object:

3. For any force that acts on an object there is a reactive force equal in magnitude, opposite
in direction, and consisting of a common action line, i.e. they are collinear.

2.2.2 Statics, Dynamics, and Deformation

The first law of motion is used in a branch of mechanics known as statics. In mechanics,
statics refers to the analysis of rigid bodies (solids) that are in a state of equilibrium, i.e.
in the state where a rigid body’s acceleration is zero which also means that both net forces
(for translational movement) and net moments (for rotational movement) are also zero.
The body can therefore be either at rest or having its center of mass move with constant
velocity. Studying systems in states of equilibrium are useful to understand what forces
are in play or should be taken into consideration. According to [79], statics is generally
used in biomechanics to investigate the unknowns in problems that involve the magnitudes
of joint reaction forces and muscle tensions.

Dynamics takes the simulation one step further in that it studies how forces and torques
causes the state of motion of an object to change, i.e. how a physical system changes over
time with respect to applied loads. When forces are exerted on an object, three things can
happen, either the object exhibits a change in linear and/or rotational motion, or in the
case of dynamic equilibrium, the object experiences a localised shape change over time, a
deformation. Forces that can be ascribed when an object gets deformed are:
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1. Normal or axial :

• Tensile forces (when an object elongates).

• Compressive forces (when an object shrinks).

2. Tangential :

• Shear forces (which in some cases result in bending or twisting of an object).

Because deformation of an object depends also on its material properties, having a quantity
that defines the average force per unit area is helpful in approximating solutions for the
analysis of intrinsic properties of the object under load. This concept known as stress is
the amount of force divided by an area of the object. Similarly to the above, two forms of
stress are described below, namely normal stress σ and shear stress τ . The unit of stress
is newton per square metre, also known as pressure or pascal. Normal or axial stress
can be calculated when the exerted force lies orthogonal to the cross-affected area under
consideration. In cases where the exerted force lies tangent or parallel to the affected area
under consideration, shear stress can be calculated. Under the assumption that the forces
are uniformly distributed along the area and therefore consists of a simple stress pattern,
the stress equation can be formally written as:

τ, σ =
~F

A
(5)

where, in this case, A represents the cross-sectional area per square metre. Besides stress,
there is also the concept of strain that quantifies the normalised amount of deformation
after an initial (or referenced) configuration, i.e. the amount of displacement of the in-
trinsic properties of an object from its original length to its current length (or current
configuration). Strain is denoted by ε and defines a dimensionless quantity. Similarly
to stress it has also two basic forms, which are normal and shear strain. Normal strain
occurs when the displacement happens along the material fibres and is formally written
as:

ε =
l1 − l0
l0

=
∆l

l0
(6)

where ∆l is the displacement in length and l0 is the initial length before any deformation
occurred. A negative outcome represents a compressive strain, while a positive outcome
represents a tensile strain. For shear strains, denoted with γ, deformations made by shear
forces are measured. γ represents the tangent between relative displacements of shear
forces. The unit is in radians and can be expressed as a decimal fraction, as a percentage,
or as parts-per-notation.

Studying the relationship between stress and strain provides insight into the intrinsic
behaviour of an object under different load conditions. Figure 10 shows a typical stress-
strain diagram of the human cortical bone.
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Figure 10: Stress-strain diagram of a typical human cortical bone with strain percentage
along the horizontal axis and stress in megapascal along the vertical axis. When forces are
exerted in the longitudinal direction instead of the transverse, the material can withstand
more stress before it reaches the point of failure, characterised by the longer dotted graph
in the figure. Also apparent from the figure is the toughness of the cortical bone material
during compression when compared to tension. Remastered from: [51].

When an object experiences tensile or compressive forces in one direction it can con-
tract or expand in other directions that lie orthogonal to the direction of applied forces.
This characteristic is known as the Poisson effect. The effect can be measured by tak-
ing the ratio between the change in normal strain with the change in shear strain and is
referred to as Poisson’s ratio, which is denoted by ν. Formally it is written as:

ν = −dεn
dεs

(7)

where εn and εs denote the normal and shear strains respectively.

2.2.3 Elasticity and Plasticity

A deformed object is considered elastic when it deforms back to its original configuration
after the applied load is removed and plastic when at least parts of the deformation
are permanent. The graph in Figure 11 illustrates a stress-strain curve of a hypothetical
object that experienced different tensile forces5. The numbers along the curve in Figure 11
represent several known characteristics that play a key role in the analysis of the material.

5The graph shows only one curve, however in reality different stress-strain curves exists when different
forces are exerted on the same material and in different environmental conditions. In addition, there are
also distinctions between a true stress-strain diagram and an engineering stress-strain diagram.
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Figure 11: Engineering stress-strain diagram for illustration purposes, showing key char-
acteristics of a hypothetical elastic-plastic object that experiences different tensile forces.

Point 0 in Figure 11 represents the initial configuration, when no forces are exerted on
the object. The first point on the curve, point 1, represents the true elastic limit. Between
point 0 and 1 no dislocations are visible on the atomic level or molecular scale. Point 2
represents the proportionality limit, after this point the elasticity of the material does not
behave linearly. The segment of the curve between point 0 and 2 is said to be linear-elastic
or Hookean implying a conformance to Hooke’s law. The principle of Hooke’s law, which
in mechanics is used for models such as springs, can be described in terms of material
functions of stress and strain for both normal and tangential forces:

σ = Eε, (8a)

τ = Gγ (8b)

where E denotes the elastic modulus or Young’s modulus for normal forces and G denotes
the shear modulus or modulus of rigidity for tangential forces. Young’s modulus is repre-
sentative for the stiffness of a material, the higher the elastic slope, the more stiffer the
material. Point 3 represents the elastic limit, also known as the yield strength or yield
point6. The segment between point 2 and 3 defines the complete elastic behaviour of the
material, removing any load that falls within this segment would allow the material to
deform back to its original configuration. After this point, the material behaves plastic
and any further deformation is considered permanent. One technique to quantify plastic
deformity is mentioned in [79] and is illustrated in figure 11. In this example, the load that
is applied on the object is removed at the point on the curve between 3 and 4. The dotted
line represents the linear regression of the elastic deformation with the same Young’s or
rigidity modulus that eventually intersects the strain axis. The intersection point on this
axis is called the plastic strain that quantifies the amount of permanent strain, in this
example 0.13%. Point 4 represents the offset yield point that can be derived using the
offset method. The offset method is used for cases where it is difficult to measure the exact
point when the material yields. Similarly to the previous derivation of plastic strain, the

6The yield strength or yield point represents the starting point of plastic deformation.
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method works by drawing a line, which according to [86] starts generally with a strain
offset of 0.1% to 0.2%, and progresses in parallel with the linear-elastic segment of the
curve. The intersecting point 4 between this line and the original curve is considered the
offset yield point. Point 5 on the curve represents the ultimate tensile strength of the
material followed by point 6 that represents the rupture point of the material; when the
object finally fractures. An overview with some mechanical properties for three biological
materials is shown in Table 2.

Material Ultimate Strength (MPa) Modulus (GPa) Elongation (%)

Compact bone 100-150 10-15 1-3
Trabecular bone 8-50 — 2-4
Tendon, ligament 20-35 2-4 10-25

Table 2: Mechanical properties of three biological materials, compact bone, trabecular
bone, tendon, and ligament. Adapted from: [95].

2.2.4 Viscosity, Viscoelasticity, and Hyperelasticity

Before proceeding with the concept of viscoelasticity, a clear definition of viscosity is in
order. Viscosity is usually denoted by η and applies to fluids. It is the measurement
of resistance against deformation that takes place within a fluid, more specifically the
resistance to shear and tensile stress. If the exerted forces being applied on the fluid are
continuous then the deformation is also continuous. This continuity in deformation is
known as flow. However, the time dependency of viscosity implies that as soon as the
exerted forces are removed, the deformation is gradual until the fluid reaches a state of
equilibrium.

Viscoelasticity applies to materials that inherent both properties; elasticity for solids
and viscosity for fluids. Viscoelastic materials thus distribute strain energy in two ways,
the elastic component stores it as potential energy and the viscous component dissipates
some of in other forms of energy such as heat and sound. [79] states that almost all biologic
materials behave viscoelastically. Because of this loss of energy, viscoelastic materials take
a different path that requires less energy when recovering towards their initial configura-
tion. This property is known as hysteresis. In terms of stress and strain, the amount of
energy lost is equal to: ∫ p

0
L(σ)dσ −

∫ 0

p
U(σ)dσ (9)

where L(σ) and U(σ) are functions of loading and unloading strain having stress as their
input. p denotes the peak load. Visually, this can be represented by loading and unloading
curves that form a loop as illustrated in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Stress-strain diagram of a hypothetical viscoelastic material showing hys-
teresis during one tensile loading and unloading cycle. E denotes the energy dissipated
through e.g. heat and sound (not to be confused with Young’s modulus), and p denotes
the peak load. A minus sign is added by convention to denote dissipation (loss) of energy.

The time-dependency that comes with a viscoelastic material gives these type of ma-
terials the characteristic that the amount of deformation is dependent on the non-linear
rate of forces that are exerted on the material. Another phenomenon of viscoelastic mate-
rials is creep that characterises the time-dependent accumulation of strain under constant
stress, i.e. a gradual deformation and recovery as seen in Figure 14a. The inverse of creep
phenomena is known as stress relaxation. This characterises the behaviour of stress under
a constant strain for viscoelastic materials, shown in Figure 14b.

Hyper-elasticitiy applies to a particular type of material referred as a cauchy-elastic
material that can undergo large non-linear elastic deformations. Similarly to the above,
this type of elastic behaviour can also be modelled constitutively. Two of the most popular
models are the neo-Hookean mechanistic model and the Mooney-Rivlin phenomenological
model. Figure 13 shows a stress-strain diagram of a couple of hyper-elastic models.

Figure 13: Stress-strain diagram showing different hyper-elastic models. Courtesy of [5].
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Figure 14: (a) - Separate stress-strain diagrams with respect to time showing creep
for a solid viscoelastic material. Applying instantaneous stress translates into gradual
deformation. (b) - Separate strain-stress diagrams with respect to time showing stress
relaxation for a solid viscoelastic material. When the strain remains constant, stress levels
relieve gradually.

2.3 Soft Tissue Deformation & Musculoskeletal Modelling

This section reviews work that has been carried out on musculosketal modelling and soft
tissue mechanics.

2.3.1 Soft Tissue Deformation and Simulation

In human physiology, [72] defines the term tissue as a group of cells that share the same
functions, which are to give support, protection, and connectedness to structures, organs,
and bones in the body. Within this broad group of cells, the sub-term soft tissue refers to
the cell groups of muscle, fat, fibrous tissue, blood vessels, or other supporting tissue of
the body according to official terminology of the National Cancer Institute of the United
States of America [13].

From a mechanical perspective, soft tissues exhibit an elastic and plastic response when
forces are applied. One way to model these affects is to subdivide (or discretise) the inner-
space or inner-volume of a soft body into smaller elements so that forces can be applied
to each element separately and interaction between the elements can also be modelled
physically. According to [99], in the past decade these physical consistent models for soft
tissue deformation that were based on equations from nonlinear continuum mechanics
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Figure 15: Result from [84] showing simulation of an invasive hepatic surgery simulator.
They used a linear-elastic FE model that includes the notion of anisotropic deformation,
or more specifically, the behaviour of a transversally isotropic material, where different
stiffness properties of the material are defined in a given direction (2002).

were well established. New applications such as real-time surgical training would use
models such as [41, 97, 84, 42, 113, 114] that applied finite element analysis (FEA) to
numerically solve the problem with the finite element method (FEM) or finite volume
method (FVM). Figure 15 shows work of [84] that a linear FE model anisotropic-like
behaviour for surgical training of laparoscopic procedures. Advancements in this area led
to the creation of the total Lagrangian explicit dynamics (TLED) finite element algorithm
that uses a total kinematic framework of shape functions with spatial derivatives. One
example is the TLED-FE model from [73] that precomputes spatial derivatives offline
before the time-step procedure thereby lowering the runtime cost with approximately 35%
fewer floating-point operations per element. In addition, it was possible to port explicit
FE models to the GPU due to the use of an explicit time integration scheme that allowed
parallel execution to be a practical possibility. For instance, one implementation by [98]
ported the complete integration scheme unto the GPU by loading elements as texture
arrays. Their approach reached simulations with approximately 160.000 linear tetrahedral
elements with up to 10.000 degrees of freedom in real-time.

In computer graphics, techniques for both rigid and soft deformation was already an
active area of research that started with the pioneering work of [103] and [102], which
introduced models based on elastic theory. In the past decade, interesting solutions to
geometric problems such as cutting and splitting of meshes were introduced. One idea that
is still widely used today is the dynamic use of multiple resolutions or remeshing in areas
where more detail is required, such as along the boundary of a split mesh. Multi-resolution
techniques, such as [50] and [31], were further developed to cope with shortcomings such as
large numbers of subdivided tetrahedra, referred as the fragmentation problem, and badly
shaped slivers known as degenerate tetrahedra. Regarding the fragmentation problem, [30]
used a state machine model to track topological changes and control topological patterns.
The algorithm continuous progressively, subdividing tetrahedra when subdivision-rules are
not a met. Besides keeping the number of new elements low, the state machine also allows
reverse movements and can therefore represent true arbitrary cuts. For both fragmented
and degenerate tetrahedra, [49] modified their remeshing technique by introducing edge-
collapse. Edge-collapse solves the problem by computing the quality of a tetrahedron
with the ratio of its inscribed sphere to the radius of its circumscribed sphere. When the
quality reaches below a certain threshold τ , the shortest edge from the set is removed
and the data-structure is updated. With respect to conservation of mass, [49] also showed
experimentally that degenerate tetrahedra chosen before collapsing edges have an almost
zero volume within the mass-spring system and can therefore be neglected. However,
remeshing still had problems numerical instabilities present in spring-relaxation schemes
and performance degradation according to [78]. [96] and [83] therefore tried to eliminate
polygonal meshes completely and developed a complete mesh-less approach using implicit
surfaces. The surfaces, defined by nodal shape functions, were sampled adaptively allowing
cuts and fractures to be visible.
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2.3.2 Musculoskeletal Modelling and Representation

Modelling and representing the musculoskeletal system is a complex problem due to the
inherit properties of soft tissues. [66] provided an extensive survey on musculoskeletal
modelling of which some of the literature is presented here and complemented with other
work and more recent findings.

On of the early approaches in modelling muscle deformation was [38]. It introduced
a multi-layer approach for human character animation that included representations for
muscle and adipose tissue. Bulging and other physical effects were achieved with the use
of free-form deformation (FFD) lattice. Figure 16a shows the result of their proposed
animation system. [64] also used FFD with Bézier surfaces for the synthesis of human
skin. [104] developed a human model based on B-splines and meta-balls. They used
ray-to-surface intersects to sample points on the surface of each meta-ball. These sample-
points where then used as control-points for the B-splines to generate a smooth skin
surface. The meta-balls are attached to the armature and therefore represent the gross
anatomy of the model and the input for skinning7. Skinning came its share of side-effects
when blending animated characters into certain poses, for example the collapsing-elbow
problem as mentioned in [70]. To try to solve these class of problems, [70] developed
their semi-automatic pose-space deformation framework that improved interpolation of
the shape functions, albeit manual intervention was still a requirement. For example,
to get the desired amount of muscle bulge, constraints would be manually introduced to
control and animate the amount of deformation in separate pose-spaces. Later [22] applied
the same approach for an anatomically based human hand model.

[109] instrumented a more direct approach using primitive cylinders for muscle rep-
resentation that are attached to two origin and two insertion points of specific bones.
This gave an added layer of biological realism due to the fact that more origin and in-
sertion points may lie on different bones and segments. The inner action-line of each
deformed muscle-cylinder is divided into several cross-sections and includes extra position-
constraints for easier placement around bones and joints, visible in Figure 16b. Deforma-
tion of each muscle is performed by scaling the width and the thickness dynamically based
on the ratio between the current length of the muscle and its rest length, thus preserving
volume. Similarly, [91] used ellipsoids for their muscle representation shape due to the in-
herent property of an ellipsoid to scale along its principal axes, shown in Figure 16c. The
scaling of these fusiform muscle-shapes allowed volume to be preserved for both isotonic
and isometric contractions.

While practical for real-time applications, the simple models used in earlier work have
their limitations when it comes to simulating the physical and biological mechanics and
when one wants to obtain a more accurate model that incorporates physiological proper-
ties. As [20] states:

”Considering the variety of muscle shapes and differences in functionality, sim-
ulations with over- simplified or idealised muscle geometry and biomechanics
will not give satisfactory results, especially when trying to examine a group of
cooperating muscles in action.” [20]

Using physics-based techniques such as mass-spring systems can add one extra layer of
biological accuracy and realism. One of the early physics-based approaches was [68]. They
presented a methodology to automate the animation of facial expressions with a three-
layered mass-spring system included in a biomechanical tissue model. The model used
triangular prism elements, where the three layers connected with springs, represented the
epidermis, dermis, and muscle layer that eventually connects to nodes on the surface of
the skull.

7”Skinning” is the more casual term for skeleton-subspace deformation (SSD).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 16: (a) - Result from [38] showing the kinematic fore-arm bulging (1989). (b) -
Work from [109] showing a deformed cylinder attached via the four origin and insertion
points, visualised by the red-green spheres on the top and bottom respectively. The yellow
polylines visualise the eight cross-sections of the muscle (1997). (c) - Work from [91]
showing the biceps brachii fusiform ellipsoid-muscle getting bulged while flexing (1997).

Regarding mass-spring systems used specifically in muscle models, [76] introduced
a different type of spring, so-called angular springs to control the curvature along the
surface of a muscle mesh with two-dimensional coefficients. Figure 17a shows the result
of compression on the bending and twisting of vertices with and without angular springs.
Contractile forces were calculated with inverse-dynamics based on the length of the action-
line. The position of each surface-vertex corresponding to a node was modelled with the
following Lagrange equation:

mi
d2 ~xi
d2t

+ γi
d~xi
dt

+ fresult(~xi) = fexternali (10)

where mi and γi are the mass and damping factor of node i, and fresult(~xi) and fexternali
are the derived result and external forces. The approach got extended by [25], where
an action-line is not a straight line but a one-dimensional spring for fusiform muscles
and a two-dimensional spring for flat muscles that consist of more than one action-lines.
Furthermore, they incorporated attractive and repulsive force fields, using ellipsoids, to
control the trajectory of the action-line and prevent collision with the skeleton. However,
no muscle-to-muscle collision was included. Springs were also used by [67] to represent
three points along a quadratic Bézier action-line curve, shown in Figure 17b. A fusiform
ellipsoid is used to represent the muscle volume where a parameter for the girth controls
the muscle’s bulge size and a taper parameter controls the curvature at the attachment
points approximating tendons. [118] looked at the motion of breathing and simulated
respiratory-mechanics using approximately 1500 mass-spring nodes for the upper torso
that included both soft and rigid bodies, shown in Figure 17c.

Simulating biomechanically accurate muscle models also drew interest into using the
finite element method (FEM). Early work of [39] used FEM in combination with forward
dynamics to simulate movement driven by muscle forces. Non-linear forces were applied to
the three-dimensional FE model that was comprised out of four twenty-node iso-parametric
brick elements. [117] also used FEM to perform biomechanical muscle deformation. The
linear-elastic model was coupled with a hierarchical voxel-based mesh of the gastrocnemius
muscle of a frog. To validate the model, tension-length curves were plotted to compare
isometric with normalised length, and Gasser and Hill’s quick-release experiment was
simulated to examine velocity dependency inherent to the muscle. However, in both cases
only small deformations were possible due to the linear-elastic assumption in their models.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 17: (a) - Work from [76] showing the muscle volume in rest state (left), under
compression without angular springs (middle), and under compression with angular springs
(right) (1998). (b) - Work from [67] showing three control-points of the quadratic Bézier
action-line curve and a fourth point for a user-defined constraint (2007). (c) - Work from
[118] showing rigid bodies in light gray shades and deformable surfaces in shades of rust,
pink, and blue. The model contains approximately 1500 mass-spring nodes (2004).

Figure 18: Result of [56] showing a tetrahedral mesh of the knee that contains around
10.000 nodes, 10.000 triangular elements, and 40.000 tetrahedral elements. The left im-
age shows the knee in flexed-position while the extended-position is shown on the right.
Colours are given to different regions of each tissue type. (2001)

Non-linear elasticity, on the other hand, allows larger and complex deformation-behaviour
to be possible. [56] applied implicit FEM to non-linear behaviour, making way for a
collision-free method that deformed a section of a model from the Visible Human dataset.
Figure 18 shows one result combining different tissue types into the model. [69] also used
non-linear finite element analysis (FEA) to produce realistic deformation of muscle that
accommodated different fibre arrangements. Similarly, recent work from [33] tackled the
same problem of accuracy by creating a new FE model that not only handled different
fibre arrangements but also defined fibre geometry on a per-bundle basis using Bézier
splines. Four different templates of typical muscle architecture were used to dictate the
behaviour of a set of fibres defined as a set of splines. Intermediate splines within each set
were computed as follows:

bi(s) =

{
ba
i +

(
1− s

f

)
(bb

i − ba
i ) when 0 ≤ s ≤ f

ba
i when f < s <∞

(11)

where bi denotes a Bézier spline, ba
i and bb

i are the two boundary splines, s denotes the
control-points for intermediate splines, and f denotes the number of fibres. By grouping
splines together, each set of splines can be used as a representation for fibre bundles,
as shown in Figure 19. The visible geometry of the fibres were represented as polylines
sampled from each spline.
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Figure 19: Result of [33] showing the four muscle architecture templates consisting of
parallel, pennate, curved, and fanned shapes of fibre bundles. The sampled fibre geometries
are mapped to the (A) psoas, (B) gluteus maximus, (C) iliacus , and (D) gluteus medius
muscles respectively (2005).

More recently, [29] developed a real-time co-rotational FE model driven by both iso-
metric and isotonic forces from Electromyography (EMG) readings. They demonstrated a
solid performance of 45 frames per second for a volumetric model composed of 7128 tetra-
hedrons. Next to the vast amount of FE-based implementations, there are also notable
work that incorporated the finite volume method (FVM) for the modelling of musculoten-
dons. Having the advantage of being more simpler and intuitive to implement [100] and
[101] developed transversely isotropic, quasi-incompressible, and hyper-elastic FV models.
Although FVM requires less computation and memory management in general, it is a
zero-order based method and therefore less accurate when compared to FEM, which could
lead to more incorrect results during the simulation.

2.4 Musculoskeletal Injuries

In order to simulate musculoskeletal injuries, one has to first describe and assess the
different kinds of injuries that can be inflicted. Because injuries are classified in several
ways such as [1] and [2], it is suitable to first establish a classification scheme for consistency
reasons. Due to the goal of this master project to simulate musculoskeletal injuries in real-
time, it is convenient to classify the injuries based on their anatomical location. Therefore,
the classification adopted for this review is taken directly from the Field Medical Training
Battalion (FMTB) of the United States Marine Corps [28], which classifies the following
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types of injuries:

• Abrasion: a superficial scratch of the skin’s surface.

• Laceration: a cut (can be smooth or jagged).

• Avulsion: an injury where flaps of skin are torn loose or pulled off completely.

• Amputation: removal of a limb or other appendage of the body.

• Strain: injury to muscles or tendons from over stretching or overexertion.

• Sprain: joint injury (leads to partial tearing or stretching of supporting ligaments).

• Dislocation: bone displacement (leads to stretched ligaments around a joint).

• Fracture: break in bone continuity (classified as a closed or open facture).

It is important to note that this classification scheme relates to the damage that has
been inflicted and does not directly infer to the external mechanisms that lead to an injury
in the first place. The following subsections discusses each type of musculoskeletal injury
coupled with work on musculoskeletal injury simulation.

2.4.1 Abrasion

Abrasions are superficial scratches along the skin’s surface or epidermis layer. [28] also
refers them as brush burns, mat burns, and road rash. In the field of computer vision, the
detection of skin injuries has been studied with automatic image segmentation techniques
such as [23] and [115]. These have shown to accurately detect common and cancerous
lesions based on photographs of a patient’s skin. [106] and [107] focused on the repair and
remodelling phases of skin injuries using numerical techniques and continuum models,
while [61] focused on radial heat flow throughout dermal tissues. Regarding the actual
simulation of an abrasion, no research has yet been found with this goal in mind. This is
probably due to the fact that abrasions are considered mild injuries and are therefore easily
treated. Another possible cause is the widespread use of standardised techniques such as
texture and displacement mapping [24] for real-time applications that lend abrasions to
be easily visualised in interactive settings.

2.4.2 Laceration

A more severe injury than an abrasion is a laceration, which is a cut spreading through the
surface of the skin. The guideline in [28] mentions that it can be a smooth or jagged cut
and is caused by an object with a sharp edge or as a result from severe blows or impacts
with blunt objects. One of the first breakthroughs tackling the problem of laceration in an
interactive setting were [50] and [31]. They used a hybrid approach combining mesh and
mess-less models to simultaneously improve computational performance when modifying
the topology. Both used mass-spring models defined on top of a mesh-based tetrahedral
decomposition within the volume of the object. During cutting they subdivide and replace
intersected tetrahedra with non-intersecting ones thus increasing the level-of-detail at the
proximity of the surgical tool, also known as remeshing. This is followed by updates to
the cached data-structures storing the vertices. Figure 20a shows the replaced tetrahedra
with higher resolution along the discontinuity of a square-shaped object. Prior to this
breakthrough, anatomically accurate models such as from [88] and [62] used the finite
element method (FEM) that directly approximates equations of continuum mechanics
for surgery planning. Although more accurate by default, these were at the time not
computationally feasible for use in interactive applications. [35] and [41] were able to
achieve interactive frame-rates by including a pre-processing stage and using a smaller set
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 20: (a) - Work from [50] showing a square-shaped object cut while two forces
pull in opposite directions (2000). (b) - Work from [41] showing a surgeon manipulating
a force feedback device. When collision is detected with the surface of a virtual organ, the
mesh is deformed and a nonlinear reaction force is computed and sent back to the force
feedback system (1999). (c) - Work from [93] showing the interactive incision process for
a face-lift surgery simulation (2006).

of elements. [41] also attached a haptic device for force feedback thus improving realism
and immersion of the simulator, as shown in Figure 20b. However, due to the dependency
on the pre-processing phase for the interactive FE models, topological modification was
not possible.

Figure 20c shows another approach by [93] for simulating laceration. Their approach
encodes results of offline FE computations into a four-dimensional discontinuous free-form
deformation model adapted from [92]. The framework is extendable allowing the model to
simulate arbitrary cutting patterns. However it does not take other organ systems such as
the skeleton into account. Another drawback lies in the nature of the free-form deformation
technique, which is confined to the iso-parametric manifold of the mesh thereby rendering
the technique unsuitable for injuries such as avulsions.

2.4.3 Avulsion

Avulsions are injuries where flaps of skin are torn loose or completely pulled off exposing
underlying structures such as fat, musculotendons, and bone tissues. Simulating avulsion
can be seen as an extension to the body of work that has been carried out on lacerations.
[71] used an extended FE model to allow skin to be treated as a separate layer during
inter-element cutting. Elements that lie on the boundary or ”skin” surface are duplicated
and constrained with respect to their allowed displacements. As the cutting-object trans-
lates forward across the interlayer boundary, the displacement constraints are removed
in a progressive manner, seen in Figure 21a. The duplication technique is made possible
by using an augmented system similar to [43] that includes three Lagrange multipliers
to represent the necessary forces that satisfy the displacement constraints. This allows
topological changes to be visually represented without having to re-factorize the stiffness
matrix. A simpler technique when comparing it to the virtual node algorithm of [74] where
continuous updates are required thus increasing computation time. True mesh-less models
such as [96] and [83] used sampling technique to control the disconnection between parti-
cles representing the mesh-less discretised layer. [96] demonstrated flaps of an apple’s skin
deforming naturally until falling off with their non-uniform adaptive sampling technique,
shown in Figure 21b.

Within the interdisciplinary field of biophysics, avulsions have been of interest to plas-
tic surgery training simulators. For facial reconstruction and inguinal herniotomy, [65]
experimented with hyper-elastic models for human skin and used the result in a dynamic
explicit FE analysis for use in a prototypical real-time simulator. They compared the
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(a) (b)

Figure 21: (a) - Work from [71] showing the duplicated surface elements during an
undermining procedure separating subcutaneous tissue from skin. Also notable is the
virtual forceps (top right) that introduces tension (2007). (b) - Work from [96] showing
an apple, consisting of 2121 particles and 6124 faces, being peeled at 25 frames per second.
The skin of the apple deforms until it eventually falls off (2006).

real-time performance of their hyper-elastic model on both the CPU and GPU, where
the GPU-based implementation handled around 50.000 elements above 1.000 frames per
second, while the CPU-based implementation reached around 500 elements for the same
frame-rate.

2.4.4 Amputation

An amputation is defined by the removal of a limb or other appendage of the body,
exemplified in Figure 22, which shows an amputated cartoon character from work of
[80]. [28] categorises amputations into surgical or traumatic. On the contrary to what
some may believe, most amputees don’t experience severe blood loss. This is due to the
elasticity inherent in blood vessels. Nonetheless, amputations are severe injuries causing
extensive damage to combined organ systems within the body. From a geometric and
modelling perspective, such injuries entice the need for an efficient collision strategy for
the decomposition scheme to separate each bounded volume and conform to the non-linear
boundary conditions. Collision techniques such as in the seminal work of [34] for cloth
simulation could be useful for interference-free collisions of soft-bodies. Once the volumes
are displaced in non-intersected configurations, the simulation would require similar FEM
as was discussed in previous sections of this review.

Figure 22: Amputated cartoon character simulating ductile fracture from [80] (2002).
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2.4.5 Strain

Not to be confused with mechanical strain, the description in [28] defines strain as an
injury to a muscle or tendon as a consequence of over-stretching or overexertion within
its tissues. Thus, understanding mechanical strain distributions and how musculotendons
generate force plays an important part in the successful modelling of strain (and strain-
like) injuries. [116] for instance, developed a bi-domain FE model that discriminates
between the intracellular structures and extracellular matrices of musculotendons. Muscle
fibres and connective tissues were discretised as separate meshes that occupied the same
space and linked elastically. This approach allowed them to model the interaction between
myofibrils and the extracellular matrix to account for mechanical forces that are transferred
between these two domains. The study of [85] also developed FE models for mechanical
strain distribution and explored the effects of aponeurosis geometry on elongation during
tensile loads. The results of the study introduced a new hypothesis to test how significant
the width of aponeuroses is when determining the sensitivity of skeletal muscle to straining,
where the model suggested a correlation between narrow aponeuroses and high localised
mechanical strains. Furthermore, the seminal work of [32] revealed that variations in
length and curvature of fascicles are the primary factors that contribute to non-uniform
mechanical strains. The above given references serve as a testament to the non-linear
complexity inherent in biological systems.

2.4.6 Sprain

Unlike strain injuries that affects muscles or tendons, a sprain is defined in [28] as a joint
injury that leads to partial tearing or stretching of supporting ligaments. One example of
a popular sprain injury is the sprained ankle. This is due to the energy consumption of the
ankle, which according to [54] accounts for approximately 51% during walk-cycles. Ankle
sprain occurs when one or more surrounding ligaments in the ankle get (partially) torn.
According to [10], primary causes can be twisting, turning, and rolling of the foot beyond
its normal range of motion. In biomechanics, studies have been carried out by [112] and
[111] that examined the influence of foot-positioning and joint-flexibility and compliance
on ankle sprain occurrences. Results from the simulations carried out by [112] suggests
that touching down the foot in plantar flexion during gait cycles increases the susceptibility
of ankle sprains for patients with an ankle sprain history. [111] concluded that at least for
side-shuffle movements, an increase in mechanical laxity does not automatically signify an
increase in ankle sprain injuries.

2.4.7 Dislocation

Similarly to sprains, [28] defines a dislocation as the displacement of bone ends at the joint
that result in abnormal stretching of the ligaments around the joint. In some cases the
dislocation causes severe sprains and even complete ligament separation. Broken ligaments
make a joint unstable and could, over a period of time, result in degradation of the articular
cartilage or even osteoarthritis.

2.4.8 Fracture

Following the description in [28], a break in the continuity of bone that may result in a
partial or complete disruption of bone defines a fracture. Fractures can be classified as
open or closed where the former classifies an initial injury where bone ends have produced
an open wound at or near the fracture site. The latter classifies a fracture where the bone
is broken into smaller fragments but did not have any outer skin penetration, e.g. a direct
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hit on the proximal end of the ulna (at the elbow) where broken pieces get scattered within
the surrounding tissue.

Bones of the skeleton are susceptible to fractures. This is due to the inherent property
of mammalian bone as being both brittle and ductile with time-dependent behaviour. The
material properties of bone consist of both collagen and hydroxyapatite as is mentioned
in section 2.1.1. [90] states that bone is one of the most frequently investigated materials
in which finite element analysis (FEA) was deemed as a useful tool. [58] highlights the
long history of FEA in bone research that started since 1972. Since then, as conventional
computing power increased due to Moore’s law, more complex FE models have been
developed.

The structure of bone, heterogenous, anisotropic, and has several hierarchies. The
survey of [90] outlines different modelling strategies that were introduced for both macro
and micro levels to investigate clinical as well as fundamental problems in bone mechanics.
[105] for instance assessed micro-structural FE models (µFE) for the prediction of load
failures. A contour-plot of the distal radius containing over 18.2 million brick elements that
are 80 µm3 in volume is shown in Figure 23a. Other FE models such as ones used in work
of [47] and [40] investigated fracture injuries at the angle of the mandible8. Fractures of
the angle of the mandible are considered one of the most common and problematic regions
of all facial fractures because of the high frequency of complications and the difficulty
of getting surgical access to the affected area according to [108] and [52]. Research of
[47] carried out the first biomechanical FEA of mandibular angle fractures. [63] used FE
models to evaluate and confirm with clinical observations which angle-fixation-approach
gives the best outcome for patients.

While previously mentioned works focused on the management of mandibular fractures,
[40] focused instead on mandibular angle fractures caused by high speed projectiles such
as bullets. They developed a combined hexahedral-tetrahedral FE model of the mandible
of a pig to simulate ballistic impact and mandible penetration, visible in Figure 23b. The
results showed no statistical differences between the FE simulation and an experimental
study with respect to the residual velocity, the transferred energy from the bullet to the
mandible, and also the mean surface area of the entrance wound. However, they did find
significant differences between the mean surface area of the exit wound, which was larger
in the FE simulation. One possible reason that the authors attribute to this discrepancy
is the homogenous and isotropic assumption of their FE model.

In the field of computer graphics and computational geometry, the innovative work of
[80] simulated both linear brittle (elastic) and ductile (plastic) deformation before fractur-
ing, hence effectively splitting total strain into its elastic and plastic constituents. Figure
25a shows one result comparing simulation versus a real experiment with clay. The al-
gorithm uses the von Mises yield criterion to decide when plastic deformation should
commence. Although the model preserves volume by excluding dilation effects, it ex-
cludes time-dependent phenomena such as creep, stress relaxation, and fatigue due to
applying solely linear constitutive relations. More recently, [53] used the level-set method
for ductile fracture, removing the need for remeshing of polygonal objects. However, with
this shape-based approach, they cannot simulate the physical phenomenon of crack tips.
In addition, collision management is not granular enough to prevent complete separation.
Figure 24 shows one result with projectile penetrating a block of jello. [83] presented a
framework for elastic and plastic deformation using adaptive surface-elements instead of
FEM. Although flexible in handling wide range of material properties, the large time-steps
required are not suited for the simulation of brittle materials. Furthermore, they adopt

8The mandible (commonly known as the jawbone) forms the lower jaw that holds the lower teeth into
place. The angle of the mandible lies at a junction between the lower border and the posterior border of
the ramus of the mandible.
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(a) (b)

Figure 23: (a) - Image taken from [105] showing a contour plot of a µFE model with
the computed result of a principal strain distribution in the distal radius for a load of
1.000N. The 3D µFE model contains over 12.8 million eight-node brick elements that are
80 µm3 in volume. Yellow - red colours visualise compressive strain while blue - green
colours visualise tensile strain (2006). (b) - Work from [40] showing the combined FE
model (left) and a close-up (right) of the redefined hexahedral mesh (each consisting of
eight-node brick elements) for the impact region with the bullet contact-point (2010).

a penalty-scheme for collisions that unfortunately does not guarantee collision-free self-
intersections. [82] focused on the real-time aspect of fractures and developed a robust
framework based on linear co-rotational FEM. This to factor out the rotational depen-
dency inherent in linear analysis similar to [75] and [46]. The actual deformation on a mesh
is executed on the GPU via shader programs. Hereto, vertices of a breakable object are
not stored in usual Cartesian coordinates, but instead are stored relatively via barycentric
coordinates, where each set of weights defines one vertex-position of the 3D object. Due
to the real-time constraint, the fracture algorithm excludes remeshing, which is essential
to visualise details along the boundaries of the split. To circumvent this limitation, they
developed the concept of splinters, shown in Figure 25b, which are geometries smaller than
the course tetrahedral mesh. Splinters are defined manually and are rendered as embedded
surfaces. The centroid of each splinter is used to decide in which tetrahedron the splinter
belongs to during the fracturing process. Finally, more recent work from [36] looked at
the simulation of fractures for thin plates. They improved upon the realism through the
inclusion of the following three key features. First, the material was modelled with multi-
ple layers to account for separation effects of thin layers. Next, for the remeshing scheme
they used Delaunay triangulation to generate detailed fracture animations. Lastly, they
applied a stress relaxation method to prevent objects from fracturing into small pieces
and unwontedly getting separated from the mesh.

Figure 24: Result of [53] showing the permanent cavity, shaped by the level-set function
for a passed bullet through jello-like material (2013).
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Figure 25: (a) - Work from [80] showing a comparison between two tests of clay being
penetrated by a spherical projectile. The left image is a real photograph, while the right
image is the simulated result (2002). (b) - Work from [82] showing a higher resolution
mesh embedded in a real-time tetrahedral FE model. The high resolution mesh is also
divided into discrete units known as splinters to aid in the realism of the splitting procedure
while fracturing (2009).

3 Discussion and Conclusion

This section starts with a brief description on the master project in brief coupled with
potential problems that might arise, and ends with some concluding remarks.

3.1 The Master Project

The first objective of the master project is to simulate musculoskeletal injuries with the
aid of a validated model that is suitable for real-time use. This objective can be further
divided into the following three sub-tasks:

• Create and attach a musculoskeletal model unto a 3D human mesh that allows
injuries to be possible.

• Perform real-time simulations of musculoskeletal injuries and validate the injuries.

• Use the injury simulation to assess the inflicted damage and (optionally) modify the
animation to adapt the behaviour of the character to its new situation.

In addition, the animation group at Utrecht University is developing an animation platform
codenamed RAGE, which stands for Real-Time Animation Game Engine. This master
project will be implemented within that platform. Development will be mostly done in
the programming language C++ with Microsoft R© Visual Studio R© 2010. Currently,
RAGE uses the Ogre3D Graphics platform for rendering [4]. For the GUI, Python scripts
will be created in order to interact with several parameters in real-time. The current
pipeline for character animation in RAGE uses skeleton-subspace deformation (SSD) with
key-frame interpolation. The animation data is supplied by motion-capture sessions at
Utrecht University provided in the Biovision Hierarchy (BVH) format. Due to the use
of pre-recorded motion, the musculoskeletal model will be build on top of the already
existing key-frame system. Therefore, forward-dynamics (or dynamic optimisation) is not
a requirement for the project. However, inverse dynamics (static optimisation) could be
useful if physics-based techniques are to be implemented.

Another important aspect to consider for model development is the type of injury
that will be simulated in the project. Each type of injury would require a different ap-
proach. For instance, the modelling of sprain and strain injuries could suffice with an
embedded biomechanical model coupled with inverse dynamics to simulate over-exertion
of musculotendons and ligaments. Skin related injuries would probably use more com-
plex soft-deformation techniques that simulate the non-linear viscoelastic behaviour of
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human skin, or perhaps approximations with simpler shape functions that can visualise a
deformed patch of surface. Severe injuries usually constitute a deeper penetration-depth
within the inner structures of the human body, thereby most likely requiring non-linear
approximation of continuum models. For FEM, the amount of suspected deformation
would play a role in whether to opt for an implicit or explicit model. Explicit FEM sup-
ports larger deformation and shorter time-steps, but is in general more computationally
expensive. In addition, injuries such as bone fractures and amputations that require a
sound computational model to account for large deformations and fragmentation would
also require a robust collision management system when dealing with more than one type
of tissue in the damaged region.

Lastly, the real-time constraint imposed on the project brings to light the discussion
between accuracy versus real-time performance. The human body is inherently complex,
and complexity requires extra computations, which slow the simulation down. In addition,
the pursuit for real-time performance can introduce a caveat regarding the flexibility of
a framework. A flexible framework is one that is able to scale easily without requiring
much adaptations to the proposed ideas and techniques, or limitations on generality due to
specific technical optimisations. Therefore, developing a general method that is real-time
and able to adapt its resolution is no easy feat. On the other hand, accurate and complex
methods that are both realistic and flexible, such as FEM, are steadily converging in the
real-time domain as time goes by.

3.2 Final Remarks

The body of literature reviewed here, part of the master project entitled Real-Time Mus-
culoskeletal Model for Injury Simulation on 3D Human Characters, covered several fields
in order to bridge potential knowledge-gaps. A problem by itself that requires a multi-
disciplinary background to fully understand the science. The broad range of work that
was covered serves as a testament to the complexity inherent in the biology and physics of
the human body. From biomechanical models embedded into inverse-dynamics pipelines
to more accurate simulations that create movements with forward dynamics, the increase
in computing power coinciding with the higher accuracy of models will ultimately lead to
more beneficial and practical applications that make use of digital human characters.
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